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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
Dear Readers,
We have reached the last month of 2021. Christmas is around the corner and a few days after that
is 2022! We are looking forward to a vibrant and exciting new year.
So dear reader, if you are a St Francian, brace yourself for a brand new academic year and be
prepared for all the challenges that you will face. If you are a parent/guardian, we wish to thank
you for putting your child/ward here in St Francis Methodist School (SFMS), we will make sure
he/she receives the best education SFMS has to offer. If you are a friend, thank you for your
support and prayers.
As we are beginning to plan more activities thinking that the strict Covid-19 Safe Management
Measures will be relaxed, we are faced with another wave of a new Covid-19 mutation, the new
dreaded Omicron variant. The days ahead suddenly seem more uncertain again. It will be with
lots of prayers and petition that we will submit to God as we plan carefully for the start of school
for 2022.
The first challenge we will face will be the enrolment of new students. They will encounter
difficulty attempting to come into Singapore as they face border restrictions and strict testings
and quarantines. There is also a general fear and anxiety of infection among people. So, everyone
please take care of yourself, stay healthy and take the usual precautions to protect yourself and
your loved ones. As is the norm, ensure that you have your mask on while in the company of
other people and observe the usual safe distancing, taking into consideration of your own safety
and that of others. We are told the Omicron will be here in sooner or later. So be careful.
Meanwhile, let us take time to chill out, perhaps read
a book or watch a movie and if possible go out for a
nature walk with friends or family.
Till we meet again, let’s be reminded that our
Heavenly Father is keeping watch over all of us
and we are in safe hands. I shall leave you with our
Scriptural Theme for 2022 which is taken from the
book of Psalms.
“Show me your ways, Lord, teach me your
paths. Guide me in your truth and teach
me, for you are God my Saviour, and my
hope is in you all day long.”
Psalms 25:4-5
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
TEACHER'S DAY CELEBRATION:
Songs, dances & heart-felt wishes filled our
classrooms this Teachers’ Day to celebrate the
efforts and contributions our academic staff
have made to our St Francian Family. Since the
beginning of the pandemic, many changes
have taken place which required our teachers to
change and adapt quickly to an evolving
education landscape.
Our students showed their appreciation to their
care teachers and subject teachers with their
rendition of ‘You Raise Me Up’ performed by the
student council. Our joyous occasion was made
even brighter with performances by our primary
school students. Being the multi-cultural family
that we are, our SFMS students wished their
teachers a very Happy Teacher’s Day in their
native languages.
Laughter and joy enveloped our halls as the
primary students participated in games with
their teachers, while members of the student
council went around presenting teachers with
handmade greeting cards.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
GRADUATION CEREMONIES 2021
Perhaps the most recognizable rite of passage
around, graduation is an important moment for
all students. For primary school, it represents
completing the first 6 years of school within our
crucial formative years. For high school, it
signifies the beginning of adulthood. It may be
the commencement of a higher educational
pursuit or even finding a new career, it truly
marks the beginning of true independence.
With the mission to provide a nurturing
environment where students grow in wisdom,
build strength of character, and develop
competencies to thrive in and contribute to this
ever-changing world, SFMS saw yet another
batch of remarkable students graduate this
year.

SFMS Principal, Mr Wong Lok Oon, addressed our
students and took the time to mention a special
few who have been part of the St Francian family
for up to 7 years. Giving thanks to the parents
and for entrusting the school with the
educational and personal growth of the
students,
Mr
Wong
commended
the
determination and persevering qualities our
students had which made for a highly unique St
Francian X factor experience.

Due to Safe Management Measures, both
graduation ceremonies were small yet
meaningful ones with teaching staff in
attendance physically, and parents and
guardians attending virtually via live stream.
Staff from the Christian Ministry led the call to
worship while our school Chaplain Rev Shawn
Koh, Rev Lek Yong Teck, Rev Christopher Kong
and Rev Erick Tan blessed our graduates, giving
them words of encouragement for their future
endeavours.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Albeit a small and intimate ceremony with care
teachers and school management in
attendance, our primary school students were
gleaming with pride of their accomplishments.
Having completed their Cambridge Primary
checkpoint examinations, they will be heading
into High School in 2022. Our Year 6 teachers
put together a video presentation wishing their
students all the best and reinforced their beliefs
in each and every one of them. This was
reciprocated with a tribute to their Year 6
teachers performed and recorded by our Year 6
cohort. At the end of the video, students went
down the rows to present their teachers with
flowers.

HIGH SCHOOL
This year's SFMS high school graduation was
indeed a milestone event as we have our first
batch of Year 12 IBDP students who graduated
along with our Year 12 WACE students.
Although Covid 19 posted challenges of holding
any grand celebrations as before, we hope the
live-streamed ceremony commemorated this
important milestone with our graduates in a
novel and unique way. Parents of our graduates
sent in their well wishes via recording which
surprised our graduates and brought tears to
their eyes.

Proverbs 22:6 (NKJV)

“Train

up a child in the way he

should go, and when he is old,
he will not depart from it

”.

SFMS wishes all our graduates an abundance of success in their future endeavours. May the values
learnt as part of the St Francian learning journey guide them towards greater heights, along with
guidance by the word of GOD.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
AGENT CONFERENCE 2021
The SFMS Agent Conference is dedicated to the
education partners who work tirelessly to
provide a bridge between St Francis Methodist
School and the rest of the world. Our education
partners deliver quality service to those in search
of higher education and offer sound advice for
those needing it. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the conference was held online via
Zoom in two separate sessions, which made for
a unique experience for all staff and agents in
attendance.

The conference was also an opportunity for the
school management to update the agents on
the latest programmes and initiatives at SFMS.
These include our enhanced Primary English
Programme as well as Camp Bloom which aim
to provide our young minds with extra guidance
and enrichment towards their education.

In appreciation of their support, an award
ceremony was also held online with customised
event packs containing macarons and goodies
that were delivered to our partners prior to the
event. SFMS looks forward to many more years
of collaboration with our education partners
with the common goal of providing quality
education.

VIRTUAL OPEN HOUSE 2021

Our 2021 Virtual Open House was held
successfully on 6th November with close to 60
prospective parents/students in attendance. Due
to the COVID-19 measures, the event was held
on Zoom with attendees streaming in from
Singapore and neighboring countries. The day
was sectioned into 2 main parts. First, a sharing
session by our Principal, Vice-Principals, and
teachers, followed by a scholarship/admissions
test in the second half of the day. Our attendees
were organized into separate breakout rooms
where SFMS teachers conducted demo lessons
aimed at providing parents and prospective
students with a taste of our holistic approach
towards education.

Our Vice-Principals took time to explain the
various pathways available at SFMS. In addition,
our current Year 11 students, Sakura Awa and
Dhanapath Chaiwiwat (11D1), along with SFMS
alumni Zhao Yuqing, also shared their St
Francian experience to give attendees a different
perspective. From primary to senior high school
levels, our school is able to provide and cater to
the individual education goals of our St
Francians. The differences between pathways
offered was explained to parents and
prospective students assuring them
that
whichever pathway they choose, SFMS provides
a solid foundation for their advancement into
institutes of higher education worldwide.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
DRUG PREVENTION TALK
Preventive Drug Education is a major Singapore
government initiative to empower our young
with the knowledge of commonly abused drugs
and to help prevent them from falling prey to
drug abuse. As part of the Post-Exam Activities
in SFMS, we invited two officers from the Central
Narcotics Bureau (CNB) to conduct a highly
informative and eye-opening session for our
Upper Primary and High School students.
CNB Officers Syamil Rashid and Elfi Nadin greeted our students with a fun and upbeat video on why
drugs are bad. Explaining that Singapore is in a vulnerable region surrounded by neighboring
countries with rising drug problems. We need to be well educated on the harmful effect that drugs
can have on our health for our young to make better life decisions. Our students were surprised to
learn that even some sweets and candy may contain small amounts of drugs if we buy them from
unreliable sources. Albeit a short 30-minute sharing session, our students gained insightful knowledge
on the common types of drugs in the region, and the laws that protect our country against drug
abuse.

KINDNESS WEEK 2021
World Kindness Day is a global day that
promotes the importance of being kind to each
other, to yourself and to the world. In SFMS, it is
a week long celebration to help all students and
staff end the school year on a positive note. Our
St Francians made use of online and physical
platforms to share their appreciation for one
another.

During CVE lessons, students made use of the
Padlet platform to convey words of kindness and
encouragement to fellow St Francians. Words of
kindness, appreciation and aspiration were
penned down on paper leaves which was
constructed into a Kindness Tree in our MultiPurpose Hall (MPH).
In addition, a school-wide book donation drive
was initiated by our Year 11 IBDP students as part
of their CAS module, with the goal of channelling
textbooks and storybooks which are in good
condition to their juniors and primary schools in
developing countries.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
STAFF THANKSGIVING 2021
With breakfast organized by the Staff Welfare
Committee (SWC) and presents from the Christian
Ministry (CM), SFMS celebrated Staff Thanksgiving day
on the last academic day of 2021. Our Principal, Mr
Wong addressed all staff virtually, thanking them for
their dedication and faithful service towards the
school.
Rev Erick Tan and Rev Lek Yong Teck blessed our event with an opening prayer and benediction
respectively. Our Christian Ministry staff set up an online platform where Thanksgiving wishes by all
staff were posted and displayed in real time. We look forward to welcoming all St Francians back in
2022 for the new school year.

IBDP & WACE PROGRESSION TALK FOR
YEAR 10 STUDENTS
Where do you go after Year 10? What are the
pathway options for you to consider, and where
do you see yourself headed next year? A pathway
and re-enrolment talk was conducted for our
Year 10 St Francians on Friday, 16th July 2021.

Visiting each individual Year 10 ‘O’ Level and
IGCSE classroom, the heads of the IBDP and
WACE programmes shared details about the
respective pathways with the students. The
students were able to hear directly from the
programme heads and seek clarification about
the
International
Baccalaureate
Diploma
Programme as well as the Western Australian
Certificate of Education pathways so as to be
able to make a more informed choice for their
next step into Senior High.
The presentations ended with a Q&A, as well as
sharing from current St Francians enrolled into
the programmes. Our Year 10 students were then
able to get a feel of what it would be like for
them next year, and to decide wisely on their
next pathway programme of choice.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
THE CHARTERED COLLEGE OF
TEACHING FELLOWSHIP 2021 AWARD
Dr William Chan Chee Leong Head of Languages
(High School), has been admitted as a Fellow of
the Chartered College of Teaching. As a Fellow,
he will be invited to various roundtable
discussions and events with high-profile figures
from the world of education, to play a role in
shaping the future of the teaching profession.
The Chartered College of Teaching is the
professional body for teachers in the United
Kingdom and beyond. For nearly 170 years, the
teaching profession has had a Royal Charter,
initially granted by Queen Victoria in 1849 to the
College of Preceptors, to protect and serve
teachers. It serves to celebrate, support and
connect educators to take pride in their
profession and provide the best possible
education for children and young people. It is
dedicated to bridging the gap between practice
and research and equipping educators with the
knowledge and confidence to provide the best
education for learners.

DR WI

LLIAM
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CHEE L

EONG

Fellowship was established to recognise the
commitment and achievements of educators.
This is the highest level of accolade held by
some of the most committed educators who
have shown a significant and sustained
contribution to the teaching profession. It is a
formal mark of their achievements, skills and
expertise as a teaching professional. We are
delighted that a member of our staff at St
Francis Methodist School has been awarded this
prestigious accolade.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
A Sit Down with Dr WIlliam Chan Chee Leong
- Head of Languages, High School
Did you always know you wanted to be an educator?
What inspired you to take on this path?

I’ ve always been wanted to be an educator since I was in my senior
high school. Before that, just like a typical teenager, I was really
focused on my studies and hanging out with friends. The idea at
that time was simply, to do well, go into an university and get a
degree. There was actually very little consideration on what I
wanted to do in future, until I met my History teacher in my senior
high school. Her name is Ms Krishnan. I was inspired by her passion
and tenacity as a teacher. I think, when we first hear the word
History, these words would naturally come up ‘boring, dry, lots of
memorizing, writing, painful. But it wasn’t at all in her lessons. She
was able to engage the whole lot of us in many different ways, not
just the facts, names and events, but what they really mean and
how we can learn from these. This was the seed that was planted
by her. Teaching is about reaching out to people, to share and
discover insights together. And I was really blown away by this
realization and hence I decided to be an educator too.

What’s your favorite part about being a teacher?

Being a teacher is a privilege. It is really satisfying to work together with the young minds and I’m always
impressed by how our youths draw connections with the things they learn and know and how creatively and even
insightful they can be. While academic results are important, it is even more critical to nurture internationalmindedness and sound values, such as being compassionate, having integrity, resilience in them. I’m really felt
honored to be able to contribute and shape a segment of their growing up years as they journey along their path
of discovery.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Why do you choose to teach at St Francis? What is the best thing about
teaching at St Francis?
Personally, I chose to serve God through education. I’m cognizant that my talent and skillfulness as a teacher is a
gift given to me by God. And hence I want to serve our Lord and reach out to students through education. Also, St
Francis is a school with an international community with a rich 60 years of culture and history. Teaching in this
school, hence can also be seen as building on what the pioneers have started this school since 1960. This school is
built through generations and hence I am proud to be part of this family. As the saying goes, it takes a village to
raise a child. In education, it takes generations.

What would your students be surprised to find out about you?
Well.. I’m currently on a course to earn my private pilot license. I’ve passed my aviation theory and now waiting to
go for my practical flying lessons. It is one of my childhood dreams to be able to fly a plane. While I’m too old to
be a commercial pilot, I think I can still fly a small private plane as recreation. So the message for my students is –
know what you want to do, pursue it. It is never too old to learn something new. And in fact, lifelong learning is
the catchphrase now and for the future.
By the way, I can now better empathise with some of our students who may be struggling in certain subjects. I’m
not good in physics and hence I struggled very hard to clear my aerodynamics section.

Do you have any advice (non-academic related) for your students?
Yes. Knowing what they want to do is important. They should make full use of their formative years to explore and
get to know themselves. It will give them more motivation and a sense of direction.

What advice would you give to young aspiring teachers?
Be prepared to work in teams. Engaging in more professional discussions with colleagues, especially the more
experienced ones. Go to your academic heads more frequently for advice and to toss ideas about. Resources, as in
teaching and learning resources, are abundant and hence it is not really an issue. A more critical area of
development is classroom management skills as it is really an art to engage young minds today. Overall, it will be
a fulfilling profession. The baseline is still passion.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
THE QUEEN’S COMMONWEALTH
ESSAY COMPETITION 2021
Two of our students participated in The Queen’s
Commonwealth Essay Competition in 2021 –
Hannah Dcosta in the Junior Category for
participants below 14, and Evan Matthias Felix in
the Senior Category for participants aged 14 to 18.
We were thrilled when we received news that
Hannah’s entry was awarded a Bronze Award
while Evan’s entry received a Certificate of
Participation.
The Queen’s Commonwealth Essay Competition
is the world’s oldest writing competition for
young people, established in 1883. It is an
opportunity for young people to share their
thoughts on key global issues. Participants can
write a story, a poem or an essay in response to
four given topics. For 2021, the theme was
Community in the Commonwealth. More than
25,648 entries were received.

Junior Category, Topic 1
The year is 2050 and you’ve been asked to
write about the coronavirus pandemic for
a museum. What story would you tell?

COVID 19 – A Dark Cloud
A memorable year which went down in history, Leaving a mark,
creating a story.
Pictures of it still stay on,
Never meant to go lifelong.
The news told us it was a COVID scare,
A virus that suddenly came from nowhere.
It seemed like a scary invisible giant,
Sweeping away all in its path, remaining silent.
Flu-like symptoms everywhere found,
Temperature checks, trace together apps all around.
Covering our mouths from cheek to cheek,
Washed our hands often, virus at its peak.
COVID-19 the very name that caused us fear,
Brought with it so much worry, pain and tears.
From doubt and worrisome nights,
Too many unanswered questions and unwanted fights.
The world struggled to cope with keeping their loved ones alive,
was nothing but a very sorry sight.
The changes COVID -19 brought to our world and me,
Was not something any of us would like to see.
From lockdown of cities, to online classes,
From no meeting of friends to wearing of masks.
School closures, home-based learning,
Offices shutting, decline in earnings.
Communicating with teachers and friends through a screen online,
It wasn’t much fun but I guess we were all fine.
Studying at home was sometimes boring,
But I did enjoy my late morning snoring.
Life had slowed down for most of us,
Away from the daily routine buzz.
Enjoyable for some, troublesome to many,
There hardly seemed a choice to any....
Countries searching for an answer to bring relief
People sick, hopeless, dying, all around grief.
A vaccine came as a light in the dark,
Unexpectedly creating a brilliant spark.
The frontline workers pressed on, we praised them all,
Because they didn’t ever give up or fall.
I felt so sad to see the world in so much pain,
I counted my blessings with each sunshine or rain.
With so much that our world faced those days,
All we needed was the courage to stay.
Finally the COVID-19 pandemic did come to an end,
Now brought into our world a new beginning, a new trend.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Hannah Dcosta
(4C1)
"I began writing when i was 8 years old. I loved to
read stories from Beatrix Potter and then would
try and make stories in my head. One day I made
a little booklet, i started drawing on each page
and made a connection to each of my drawings
as a continuation to the other, and there below
each drawing I began to write.
The book I read inspired me to start writing and
inspiration comes to me in the form of fantasy,
imagination and creativity. I took about two
weeks to complete the poem. I worked on it,
deleted it, reworked on it and I was finally happy
with its outcome. Hence, I was overjoyed when I
received the news late that night after my mum
read her email from my teacher after which I
couldn't sleep for a long time.

H

-4
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A

C1

I like to read stories from Enid Blyton, classics such those of Charles Dickens, Louisa May Alcott, and
Laura Ingall. I began reading when I was 7 years old although at the age of 6, I enjoyed looking at
picture books with a little written matter on it and so then I would try to read. I felt very interested in
the stories I read and couldn’t stop reading until I had finished the book. After completing the book I
felt satisfied but the desire to pick another book soon after is always there. My favourite book in Oliver
Twist by Charles Dickens and my favourite writer is Enid Blyton. I like the way she makes every story so
much fun to read.
I usually read two books a week, maybe three during school breaks, I do go to the library to borrow
books but I like to own a copy of the books I like, so I can read them over again whenever I want to.
Although its easier to get ebooks nowadays, but I prefer feeling the book in my hand and going
through the pages as I read each one.
I want to try and write short stories next for little children based on imagination, or poems that are
connected to how I feel about the world around. I aspire to be a writer in the future and through my
writings, make a difference to many people who would read what I write. "
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ACHIEVEMENTS
AUSTRALIAN MATHS COMPETITION
(AMC) 2021
Problem solving is an essential skill relevant for
now and imperative for the future. Giving our
students this crucial opportunity to develop this
capacity is a necessary experience. The AMC is an
engaging 30-problem competition designed to
facilitate this opportunity. The earlier problems
may use more familiar mathematics while the
later problems are more difficult and intended to
challenge, needing more sophisticated problemsolving skills. Going from strength to strength,
SFMS continues to select the brightest
mathematical geniuses among the Year 3 – 12
students to participate in the competition.

Given the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, our
students’ health and safety are of paramount
importance. With this in mind, AMC was
conducted online for the first time this year. The
successful completion of the AMC demonstrated
both our teachers and students’ resolve to press
on with the competition and overcome the
challenges posed by the pandemic.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
AUSTRALIAN MATHS COMPETITION (AMC) 2021

High Distinction Winner
Zhang, Qingyue - 9S2

Distinction Winners
Wu, Jingheng - 6C1

Su, Jierui - 9G2

Xia, Yanxin - 9S1

Zhou, Mengting - 9S1

Wu, Kaiwen - 10S2

Zhao, Siyu - 10S2

Kim, Bogyeong - 11A1

Weng, Shizhuo - 11A1
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SPOTLIGHT: MRS LENIE CHO
WEEK OF PRAYER & SELF-DENIAL:
MEDITATIONS

Wholeheartedly Living A Gold-filled Life
Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off
everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles us. And let us run with
perseverance the race marked out for us.
Hebrews 12:1
“With Perseverance and Endurance” is the motto of St
Francis Methodist School. When I joined the school as
principal in 2008, this motto caught my attention as it
was engraved on the school crest. I was inspired to share
these two values of perseverance and endurance with
my students through morning devotions and chapel
talks. Another verse which I often shared was James 1:2-4:
"Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever
you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the
testing of your faith develops perseverance. Let
perseverance finish its work so that you may be mature
and complete, not lacking anything."

CHO
MRS LENIE

As most of my students are foreign students who are not Christians, I often referred to educational goals first, rather
than to the “Christian race”. These students faced hardships and challenges such as home sickness, mastering the
English Language, and getting along with classmates from different cultures. They needed to persevere and endure
studying in a foreign country like Singapore and meeting their parents’ expectations of passing exams. My
responsibility was to help them succeed in their studies. Their parents often reminded me that their children were
here to study and not to become Christians.
At their graduation ceremony, I expressed my hope that they would one day become followers of Jesus Christ. They
had already heard the Word of God. I shared Hebrews 12:1, encouraging them to run the “Christian race”. In order to
complete this race, they needed perseverance and endurance, values which they were now familiar with. It would be
a lifelong race of enduring persecution from non-believers, worldly temptations, difficult relationships with family and
illnesses which would distract them from focusing on Jesus. I reminded them of godly men in the Bible such as Abel,
Enoch, Noah, Abraham and Moses. This “Christian race” is a marathon and not a sprint. The prize is an eternity with our
Lord Jesus Christ.
It was heartening to note that throughout my eight years
in the school, some students came to know the Lord and
worshipped at Bukit Panjang Methodist Church which
was next to the school. As mature Christians,
we too run this lifelong race. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus,
the author and perfector of our faith. Let us not grow
weary or lose heart, for the joy of our Lord is indeed our
strength.

Mrs. Lenie Cho
Former Principal of SFMS (2008 - 2016)
D&N Coordinator (2020-2022)
Living Waters Methodist Church WSCS

WHOLEHEARTED
PERSEVERENCE
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CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
SFMS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PARENTING WORKSHOP 2021
The SFMS Christian Ministry held their annual
Parenting Workshop in two sessions this year. The
topic was ‘How to be a friend to your child’. The
speaker, Dr Simon Neo is a Psychotherapist at
The Psychotherapy Clinic (Singapore and
Bangkok) and has over 25 years of expertise in
corporate training and counselling.
Dr Simon shared about the different growth
phases of children starting from 6 to 12 years
where they need to cope with new social and
academic demands till the adolescence phase
(ages 13 to 18), where teens attempt to develop
their own identity in the midst of role confusion.
This is a time where social relationships are
important events, and where peers, role models
and social pressure are strong factors leading to
the outcome of a sense of self and personal
identity.
With the help of case studies, Dr Simon gave
parents numerous tips and advice on how to
handle their children under various conditions
and circumstances, which when practiced,
would lead to an even more successful and
fruitful parent child relationship, while
promoting
a
healthier
and
stronger
development of their children at the same time.

PRIMARY SCHOOL CAMP 2021
With final year exams in the rear view, our primary
school students were geared up for an entire day
of fun, laughter and joy. Our SFMS post-exam
activities included a primary school camp which
was arranged in collaboration with our Christian
Ministry to not only reward the kids for
completing yet another arduous school year, but
also to educate our young minds with good
Christian values. Inclusive of an array of activities,
the theme for this year’s primary school camp
was “Amour of God” with the verse from
Ephesians 6:10-11 (ICB). Our Christian Ministry staff
brought our excited primary students for a day of
fun and learning.
Our entire primary school cohort was split into
smaller groups and segmented into different
parts of the school to accommodate for Safe
Management Measures. After the opening
worship and introductions, a portion of students
went on to watch videos and sing along to songs
about the Armour of God while the rest of the
students started playing games and crafting. The
activities spanned over the course of two Fridays
and ended with a closing worship along with a
short photo taking session. The joy and laughter
echoing throughout the halls of SFMS clearly
showed the tremendous fun our well-deserving
primary students had.
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SCHOOL CALENDAR 2022

Term 1

Term 3

7 JAN TO 11 MAR

27 JUN TO 2 SEP

MEET THE FACULTY
(PRIMARY)
14 JAN
SCHOOL HOLIDAY
(CHINESE NEW YEAR)
31 JAN - 4 FEB

GOOD NEWS DAY
(HIGH SCHOOL)
6 JULY

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(CHINESE NEW YEAR)
1& 2 FEB

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(NATIONAL DAY)
9 AUG

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(HARI RAYA HAJI)*
10 JUL

LANGUAGES WEEK
21 - 25 FEB

Term 2

Term 4

21 MAR TO 27 MAY

12 SEP TO 18 NOV

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(GOOD FRIDAY)
15 APR
GOOD NEWS DAY
(PRIMARY)
22 APR

GRADUATION SERVICE
YEAR 10 & 12
SEP (TBC)
CHILDREN'S DAY
CELEBRATION (PRIMARY)
6 OCT (HOLIDAY ON 7 OCT FOR PRIMARY)

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(LABOUR DAY)*
1 MAY
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(HARI RAYA PUASA)
3 MAY
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(VESAK DAY)*
15 MAY
SFMS THANKSGIVING
MAY (TBC)
SCIENCE WEEK
MAY (TBC)

PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(DEEPAVALI)
24 OCT
GRADUATION
SERVICE (YEAR 6)
NOV (TBC)
PUBLIC HOLIDAY
(CHRISTMAS DAY)*
25 DEC

*THE FOLLOWING MONDAY WILL BE A PUBLIC HOLIDAY
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